Preservation of Emmert's law in a visual form agnosic.
Size constancy was investigated in DF, a patient with visual form agnosia, using a technique based on Emmert's law of visual after-images. DF was first given a task in which she was asked to indicate the distance of a vertical surface and a task where she had to estimate the width of a series of squares (widths ranging from 5 cm to 35 cm) placed at varying distances and having a constant visual angle. In the distance estimation task, DF greatly overestimated the distance of the vertical surface placed in front of her. DF also had great difficulty performing the size estimation task. DF then performed a task in which she stared at a bright 5 cm square for a brief period of time at a distance of 30 cm followed by the presentation of a vertical surface which varied in distance and was asked to indicate the width of the after-image either verbally or manually. DF's after-images conformed to the size-distance relationship predicted by Emmert's law--as the distance of the vertical surface increased her perception of the size of the after-images also increased. These data demonstrate that although DF is rather impaired in tasks that require explicit estimates of size and distance, at some level, DF must have relatively intact size constancy mechanisms given that her estimates of the width of the after-image conform to Emmert's law. Thus, the processes underlying explicit judgements of size and distance appear to differ from those underlying the size and distance scaling of after-images.